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In this paper, we present a novel appearance variation prediction model which can be embedded into the
existing generative appearance model based tracking framework. Different from the existing works,
which online learn appearance model with obtained tracking results, we propose to predict appearance
reconstruction error. We notice that although the learned appearance model can precisely describe the
target in the previous frames, the tracking result is still not accurate if in the following frame, the patch
that is most similar to appearance model is assumed to be the target. We first investigate the above
phenomenon by conducting experiments on two public sequences and discover that in most cases the
best target is not the one with minimal reconstruction error. Then we design three kinds of features
which can encode motion, appearance, appearance reconstruction error information of target's sur-
rounding image patches, and capture potential factors that may cause variations of target's appearance as
well as its reconstruction error. Finally, with these features, we learn an effective random forest for
predicting reconstruction error of the target during tracking. Experiments on various datasets demon-
strate that the proposed method can be combined with many existing trackers and improve their per-
formances significantly.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Object tracking has been a hot research topic for decades and
plays a critical role in many applications such as visual surveillance,
activity analysis, intelligent human computer interaction, etc. It aims
to locate the target in every frame. Appearance and motion are the
two key cues that are commonly used to infer target's states. During
the past years, many works [20,7,17,12,26,10,14,9,28,8,23] have
been proposed to build effective appearance models or accurate
motion models for visual target tracking and achieve good perfor-
mance on various test videos. Meanwhile, some works [29,28] tried
to integrate multiple features to improve the tracking performance.
However, it is still a challenging problem to build effective appear-
ance model for the target because of its motion, varying scene, il-
lumination changes, occlusion, etc.

Tracking methods focusing on target's appearance can be di-
vided into two categories: generative appearance model [18,17,22]
d Control Engineering, Uni-
0, China.
and discriminative appearance model [6,11,3,9,4]. In generative
methods, the target's appearance space is learned and then object
tracking is formulated as finding the image patch that is the most
similar to target's model. In [18], during tracking, principle space of
the tracked target is learned with the samples generated according
to tracking results. Then the unlabeled image patch which has the
minimum reconstruction error is assumed to be the target. In [17],
sparse representation is introduced into tracking. Static and dy-
namic templates are learned and candidates are sparsely re-
presented by them through solving L1-regularized least squares
problems. The target candidate with the lowest representation error
is cast as the final tracking result. Because of the impressive ex-
perimental results of sparse representation, many extensions such
as [13,25,26,5,30] are proposed to further improve the tracking
performance. In discriminative methods, considering target as po-
sitive class and background as negative class, target tracking is
transformed into classification problem. Many classical classifica-
tion methods such as AdaBoost [2], Multi-instance Learning [3],
structured SVM [9] are adopted to distinguish the tracked target
from backgrounds. During tracking, to be adaptive to variations,
classifiers are online updated and the target candidate with the
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highest confidence score is usually taken as the target. However,
updating with inaccurate results can cause “drift”. To deal with this
problem, many semi-supervised methods [3,16,27] are proposed to
mine information from the unlabeled samples collected in the next
frame. In [16], assuming that target's and background's data dis-
tributions are different in every frame, an effective transfer method
is developed to learn the classifier for target tracker. However, how
the reconstruction error changes and affects tracking performance
have not been discussed. Intuitively, the chance that true target is
the optimal one according to learned generative model or dis-
criminative model is small. The main reason is that target and
background usually keep changing. Although the learned generative
model represents the obtained samples well, it does not mean the
target in the following frame could also be well represented with
them. We design an interesting test: In Incremental Visual Tracking
(IVT), when searching the target in next frame, the true position of
the target is added into state spaces for candidates, but IVT still
cannot find the true position. The minimum reconstruction error
and that of the ground truth target are shown in Fig. 1. Apparently,
the ground truth target is not the one that has the minimum re-
construction error. Meanwhile, recent tracking methods [21,15] try
to exploit information outside the testing video, which are learned
offline before tracking. Inspired by these observations, we in-
vestigate the influence of the reconstruction error of target's ap-
pearance on tracker's performance, and try to predict the re-
construction error for generative methods through offline training
and online-updating. Then the candidate whose reconstruction er-
ror is the closest one to our predicted error is considered as target.
Because of the competitive performance of IVT, we combine our
appearance change predictor with it to show an example of how
much our reconstruction error predictor can help generative
trackers to improve their performance.

To the best of our knowledge, the idea of predicting re-
construction error to aid visual object tracking, which is the main
contribution of this paper, has not been studied before. Meanwhile,
experiments are designed to prove its reasonability. Furthermore,
we propose an effective online random forest based reconstruction
predicting method, which can be integrated into IVT framework and
greatly improve its performance. Compare to the existing literature,
the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

� We firstly investigate the correlation between reconstruction
error and the best target candidate.

� Three kinds of features are elaborately designed for predicting
the variations of reconstruction error effectively.

� Random forest is used for the regression of reconstruction error, and
is further embedded into exiting trackers to improve its performance.

The content of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we simply
review the classical generative tracking method: IVT, and provide some
interesting test results. Then in Section 3 how to predict target's
appearance changes with online random forest for IVT is introduced
in detail. Experimental results as well as analysis on various datasets are
reported in Section 4. Finally, a short conclusion is given in Section 5.
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Fig. 1. An example displaying reconstruction error of ground truth and that of the
tracking result obtained by IVT [18].
2. The IVT tracker

Let xt and yt denote observation and state of the target in frame
ft. IVT tracker [18] tries to learn the principle space representation
of the target (also referred to as target template) through mini-
mizing objective function Eq. (1). Then as shown by Eq. (2) the
target candidates denoted by ˜ +xt 1 with the minimum reconstruc-
tion error is regarded as the target. Considering target's variations
and computation speed, an incremental algorithm is proposed for
fast updating the low dimensional principle space. Experiments
show that online updating has certain effect on illumination and
pose variation.

= ‖ − ‖ ( )V X V V Xmin 1t V T t
T

t t F
2

t

where = { … }X x x x, , ,t t1 2 , Vt is orthogonal basis matrix re-
presenting the low dimensional principle space.

= ‖( ) ˜ ‖ ( )+ ˜ ++x V V xmin 2t x t
T

t t F1 1
2

t 1

In IVT, the reconstruction error is assumed to follow Gaussian
distribution with small variances. In [20], it is pointed out that this
assumption is not correct when outliers exist and they improve it
by considering outlier explicitly. However, when target and back-
ground change, we found that the pre-learned representation
space based on { … }x x, , t1 is not the optimal for describing target

+xt 1 which is demonstrated through experiments designed in the
following subsection.

2.1. Some interesting investigations

It is known that when performing IVT, target candidates are
generated according to pre-defined motion model and then the
candidate with the smallest reconstruction error is selected as the
target. So two factors impact the tracking result: motion model
and decision rule. If the target candidates do not cover the true
position of the target, apparently tracking result will not be the
ground truth. As we want to analyze how appearance's change
affects tracking performance, we add the true position into the
state space for sampling target candidates and in every frame, we
use the true target to update the generative model of the target. In
other words, target candidates including the true target and target
model are not polluted by inaccurate tracking results. Therefore
the tracking result in each frame is only influenced by IVT's
Fig. 2. Experimental results showing that whether ground truth of the target is the
candidate with minimal reconstruction error. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this
paper.)



Fig. 3. The proposed features of two frames in “Deer”. (a) and (f): original frame; (b) and (g): histogram of appearance template. In order to display, it was reshaped into
matrix of size 4�4. (c) and (h): reconstruction error. (d) and (i): mean optical flow. (e) and (j): relative motion.
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Fig. 4. Average prediction error of random forest with different values for parameters: number of blocks ×N Nb b, the number of random trees (T) and the maximum depth of
every random tree (maxDepth).
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decision rule: the candidate with minimal reconstruction error is
the true target. Results on two public sequences: “Jumping” and
“Deer”, are shown in Fig. 2. The green stars denote frames in which
the candidate with the smallest reconstruction error is not the
ground truth. We can see that for “Jumping” the proportion of the
frames where the true target is not the best according to IVT is
nearly 50%. For “Deer”, in 73% of the frames, the reconstruction
error of the true target is not the lowest.

The unsatisfactory results demonstrate that target and
background keep changing and this seriously degrades track-
ing performance. Therefore considering the candidate that
could fit the generative model most accurately as the target
may not be the best choice. Intuitively, predicting the re-
construction error of the target and then finding the target
candidate with the predicted reconstruction error could im-
prove tracking performance.
3. Online random forest for appearance change prediction

To predict the reconstruction error, we first define several kinds
of features based on optical flow, appearance template and re-
construction error. Then we collect training examples from videos
and train a random forest predictor which is further online up-
dated during tracking.

3.1. Features used for appearance variation prediction

Intuitively, target appearance is mainly affected by its sur-
roundings and motion. Therefore similar to [15], we extract fea-
tures from image patches surrounding the target. When we ob-
tained tracking result yt in the current frame Ft, features are ex-
tracted from the image patch centered at yt with size ·[ ]w h2 ,t t .
Then the patch is divided into ×N Nb b blocks. Noticing that target's
appearance varies mainly because of illumination, motion and
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occlusion, so we choose features that could reflect those
information.

(1) Optical flow: Generally, the angle of the optical flow could
reflect the moving direction and provide the view from which
the camera recorded the target. The surroundings moving in
the same direction with fast speed or moving towards the
target may occlude with the target. To capture this kind of
information, we calculate the average optical flow of each
block over Nf frames. Let ( )MOF bt i j, denote the average optical
flow of block at ith row jth column. Meanwhile, to describe the
potential occlusion, we introduce feature “Relative Mo-
tion”(RM) defined by Eq. (3), which reflects the relative motion
between surrounding blocks and central block.

π
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where =c N /2b , ( )p bt i j, represents the position of bi j, in frame ft,
( ) = ( ) − ( )ROF b OF b OF bt i j t i j t c c, , , denotes the relative motion ,

Δ ( ) = ( ) − ( )p b p b p bt i j t c c t i j, , , is the relative position.
(2) Appearance feature: Intuitively, the appearance feature used to

describe each block is dependent on the tracker. For example,
IVT and L1-tracking utilize gray values of image pixels to re-
present the object regions. In order to combine with IVT, in
every frame, the appearance template ( ( )AT bt i j, ) of every block
is composed by gray values of its pixels. Histogram of ap-
pearance template for each block ( )HAF bt i j, is computed. Then
we average them and get the appearance descriptor of each
block (denoted by ( )MAF bt i j, ) in ft. Since we want to predict
reconstruction error of the target in ( + )t 1 th frame, re-
construction errors of each block in previous Nf frames are
collected and averaged in time to obtain ( )RE bt i j, .

(3) Difference of appearance feature: Usually object's appearance
changes smoothly and we calculate the difference of appear-
ance template of each block, reconstruction error in two
consecutive frames. They are respectively represented
by { ( − ( ) … ( ) − ( )}− − + −AT b AT b AT b AT b, ,t i j t i j t N i j t N i j, 1 , 1 , ,f f and
{ ( ) − ( ) … ( ) − ( )}− − + −RE b RE b RE b RE b, ,t i j t i j t N i j t N i j, 1 , 1 , ,f f . We take
mean difference of appearance templates ( ) − ( )−RE b RE bt i j t i j, 1 ,

as a new feature descriptor.

Fig. 3 shows the feature of two example frames of “Deer”. Fig. 3
(d)(i) are MOF of the targets and we can see that MOF reflects the
motion of the targets. If target moves faster, the appearance
usually changes greatly. While from RM, we could know that
which block will get closer to the target and infer potential oc-
clusions. In Fig. 3(f), the deer is jogging down and spray rises up
from the surface of the water, occluding the chin of the deer. Fig. 3
(e)(j) displays RM, and from (e) and (f) we can see that, the blocks
at the low left center are getting closer to the central block and
may bring occlusion on the tracked target.

Algorithm 1. The procedures of online updating random forest.
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3.2. Online random forest

Provided training samples {〈 〉} =f r,i i i
N

1
l represented by the pro-

posed features, we need to train a predictor ( → ) F: , which can
predict reconstruction error (denoted by r) of the target. Here 

denotes feature space and  represents real-valued set. Mean-
while, during tracking, the pre-learned regression should be up-
dated to adapt to every video. Because of the good performance
and fast online updating algorithm, we select online random forest
for regression.

Classical random forest is composed by a set of random binary
trees and each of them is a classifier or regression trained with
samples randomly selected from original training. Every node of
the tree is either a leaf or an internal node, and every node has
only one parent node except for root node. The root and internal
nodes are associated with a threshold, according to which the
samples arrived at the corresponding node could be divided into
two disjointed children nodes: left and right, according to the
random generated threshold of a pre-randomly selected feature.
Each leaf LT i, stores the probability distribution of reconstruction
error of targets ( | )p r LT i, . Usually, random forest is trained offline
where the training set needs to be provided in advance. This
greatly limits its applications. Modeling the sequential data arrival
with a Poisson distribution, online training method for random
forest was proposed in [19]. Due to its fast computation speed, low
memory requirements and comparable performance, we adopt
online random forest [19] for regression of reconstruction error.

For each node nodeT i, , we can estimate the distribution of re-
construction error ( | )p r nodeT i, based on the training samples that it
has seen, and store it. Then when this node needs to be split, we
could evaluate information gain of the randomly generated
threshold and select the best one. Meanwhile, the distribution
could be inherited by its children nodes without the needs of
storing training samples. Algorithm 1 depicts the online random
forest updating algorithm. The detail procedures of our object
tracking method with reconstruction error predicted by online
random forest are provided in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Object tracking with reconstruction error predicted
by online random forest.



Fig. 6. Examples of tracking results of OREP (red rectangle), IVT (green rectangle) and L1APG (magenta rectangle) on several test videos. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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4. Experiments

The proposed tracker based on online random forest reconstruc-
tion error prediction is implemented in MATLAB 2009b on a PC with
3.10 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. It is embedded into IVT framework to
form our tracker (referred to as Online Reconstruction Error Prediction
“OREP”). To determine values of parameters, in this section, we first
conduct experiments to test the performance of offline learned ran-
dom forest with different parameters.



Fig. 7. Quantitative comparisons of tracking results on 51 test videos obtained by OREP and IVT.

Fig. 8. Some failure examples of tracking results of OREP (red rectangle). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web
version of this paper.)
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Then in order to evaluate the tracking performance, we eval-
uate our public sequences described in [24] against two classical
generative trackers: IVT[18] and L1APG[1].

4.1. Appearance reconstruction error predicting

We extract training samples from “Jumping”, “Tiger2” and “Walk-
ing2” sequences. Then 5-crossfold is used to evaluate each parameter.
If the number of blocks is small, the information of many pixels is
integrated into one descriptor, leading to the loss of some detail in-
formation. However, if we use more blocks, each block usually has
little semantic and the generated feature descriptor is low-level. As
shown in Fig. 4(a), regression result of Random Forest reaches an
optimal value when Nb¼5, Nf¼5.
We adopt Nb¼5 and Fig. 4(b) displays the results with different
settings of one parameter. Apparently, the average prediction error
decreases first and then increases as maxDepth becomes larger. When
fixed maxDepth, influence of T has not regularity. However, we notice
that when the value of maxDepth is around 50, the prediction results
are relative good. Fig. 4(c) and (d) shows the predicted the results

= =T maxDepth40, 60 and the histogram of reconstruction error
estimation error respectively. As a trade-off between computing
complexity and tracking performance, we set = =T maxDepth40, 60
for tracking.

Meanwhile, to test the generality of the offline learned pre-
dictor on other videos, we test the learned random forest on
samples collected from “Deer”. Results are shown in Fig. 4(e). We
can see that offline learned knowledge could be transferred to
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Fig. 9. Comparison results with trackers in [24] on videos with attributes “motion blur” and “fast motion”.
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other videos. However, comparing Fig. 4(d) with Fig. 4(e), it is
apparent that if samples used for training and testing are from the
same video, the random forest yields better predicting results.
However, it is impossible to extract training examples from all of
the videos. Besides, usually only initialization in the first frame is
provided, so the number of labeled samples we could collect in the
test video is very small. As a result, we propose to combine offline
training and online updating together. That is training random
forest with labeled samples collected in several videos. When
tracking, the offline learned random forest is further finetuned
with samples obtained according to tracking results.

To test the effectiveness of training video, we perform tracking on
“Tiger2” with different training videos and the results are shown in
Fig. 5. In video “Liquor”, a bottle simply moves and there are two
similar bottles around the tracked bottle. The background is simple
as there are no occlusions and motion blurs. Compared to “Liquor”,
video “Walking2” is recorded in a real scenario, where a woman is
walking in a mall aisle and the background is more complex. In video
“Tiger2”, a tiger toy is moving, where the background is complex. So
the tracking performance on “Tiger2” with the Random Forest rained
with “Walking2” is better than that obtained with “Liquor” as training
video. We can also see that if trained with both videos, the tracking
result is further improved. Generally, if the training videos contain
challenges such as light variations, complex background, which are
similar to challenges existing in the test videos, the tracking results
will be improved greatly. So more training videos of different chal-
lenges, will lead to better tracking result. In our experiments, we
randomly select 80 percent of samples collected from videos “Tiger2”,
“Jumping”,“Walking2” and use them as the training set.

4.2. Visual target tracking

For test videos, we all set =T maxDepth100,
α= = =Ntrain N20, 0.1 , 5b . Fig. 6 shows the qualitative results on

several sequences including “Bolt”, “Boy” [31], “Jumping”, “Liquor”,
“Matrix”, “Singer1” and “Tiger2”. In the first three sequences, fast
motion and motion blur bring great challenges to trackers. Ac-
cording to optical information, our proposed online random forest
could effectively predict the reconstruction error of the target and
OREP tracks the targets successfully. While in sequences “Liquor”
and “Tiger1”, in which partial occlusion occurs sometimes, com-
bining motion and appearance feature of surrounding image,
OREP succeeds in tracking the targets thanks to the reconstruction
error prediction procedure.

To compare the results quantitatively, overlap score which is de-
fined as the overlap between ground truth and tracking result is
calculated. The frames in which the overlap scores of tracking results
are larger than the given threshold are regarded as success frames.
The ratio of success frame number is defined as Success Rate (re-
ferred to as “SR”). In [24], SR under different threshold of overlap
score is plotted for fairly comparison. We run our tracker on test
sequences with initialization from the ground truth in the first frame
and the average SR is computed for comparison, which is referred to
as One Pass Evaluation (OPE). In Fig. 7, average SR of OPE of all the
test videos and that of videos with different attributes described in
[24] are plotted. From Fig. 7(a), we can see that on 51 test videos,
average SR of OREP under any of the threshold value is higher than
that of IVT and L1APG. Fig. 7(b) (l) provides results on video subsets
with different 11 domain attributes. Apparently, OREP performs
much better than IVT and L1APG when illumination variation, fast
motion, partial occlusion or out-of-view exists in the test video. This
is mainly because the proposed features for reconstruction error
prediction reflect motion, illumination and surrounding background
appearance information. When dealing with videos with low re-
solution, the rectangle of the target contains too many background
pixels, which lead to inaccurate target appearance model and wrong
updating. In this case, OREP could not make effective prediction and
yields unsatisfactory results as shown in Fig. 8(a). When the tracked
target rotates in image plane, the view of the target keeps changing.
However, we do not exploit target templates from different views, so
OREP only makes a little improvement as shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c).
Moreover, from Fig. 8(d)–(f), we can see that when target is com-
pletely occluded with other objects in a long time, it is hard for OREP
to recover the target when it reappears. This is because when oc-
clusion exists, both the template and reconstruction error predictor
are wrongly updated with tracking results, which accelerates the
accumulation of error.

We also compare our results with that of the other state-of-the-
art trackers that are provided in [24]. As shown in Fig. 9, when
dealing with videos with “occlusion”, “motion blur” and “fast motion”,
OREP ranks 2, 5 and 4 respectively. However, OREP only ranks
6 evaluating with average SR of OPE on 51 test videos. This is because
OREP is based on a simple global appearance model. In the future,
we will combine reconstruction error predictor with trackers based
on local appearance model to further improve tracking performance.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to predict reconstruction error of target's
appearance template during tracking. With well-designed surround-
ing features and training samples collected offline, an effective random
forest is learned for predicting reconstruction error of target's ap-
pearance template. Through online updating Random Forest Predictor
with tracking results, it becomes specific to every video. With the help
of the proposed reconstruction error predictor, OREP improved
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tracking performance on test videos significantly comparing with IVT.
The method is general to be applied to other trackers based on gen-
erative appearance model by adopting suitable appearance features.
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